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The Menu of V-face from Dublin contains about 21 different dishes and drinks. On average, you pay for a dish /
drink about $5.7. What User likes about V-face:

absolutely love this place and had a dreamburger. it is called “beyond Chi”. I've chosen it because it's kimchi on
it. the taste was excellent. the patty was beautiful and smokey, the cheese was perfectly melted and had a

wonderful taste. the sose and kimchi were such a great addition. the personal was incredibly friendly and sweet. I
also liked the drink selection. I had the ingwer chili kefir, a local brand from du... read more. When the weather is

good you can also eat outside. What User doesn't like about V-face:
when they said that the order would be finished in less than 5 minutes. I should have been prepared for what

should come. they can say that the riders are reheated as they refuse to go without a fight, or at least dry them
with their mositure devoid fromviousness. the flower carving? not wing. imagine, only simple unseasoned flower

cabbage and this type of soft soggy battery would get them on sweet and acid chicken b... read more. The
comprehensive selection of coffee and tea specialties makes a visit to V-face even more worthwhile, and you can
try fine American menus like Burger or Barbecue. Sometimes you may not want to consume a lot, in this case

one of the scrumptious sandwiches, a healthy salad or another snack is just right, Inthemorning a delicious
brunch is offered here.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
GINGER ALE 3 €

�tra�
SRIRACHA 2 €

�ngerfoo�
CLASSIC HOT DOG 10 €

M�ica� dishe�
TACO 2 €

Homemad� May� un� Dip�
GARLIC MAYO 2 €

Smal� Bite�
KIMCHI BOMB 7 €

Martini�
CUCUMBER MINT 3 €

Sauc� Bo�'�
PARMESAN (DRY) 2 €

�� Sideshow
SKIN ON FRIES 4 €

Sala� Happines�
HOT CHICK 11 €

Win�
MUSHIE WINGZ 9 €

CAULIE WINGZ 9 €

So� drink�
LEMONADE 3 €

ORANGE JUICE 3 €

COLA 3 €

V-Burg�
MAGIC MUSHIE 10 €

BEYOND CHI 12 €

CLASSIC JOHN 10 €

Uncategor�e�
GARLIC PARM 6 €

MANGO GINGER 3 €
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WATERMELON HIBISCUS 3 €
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